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Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC)

JC session motivation

Main drivers are openly available datasets
• how do we know we have improved SoTA?
• are the obtained results meaningful and the conclusions accurate?
• is the clinical problem well defined and does the model address it?

Medical Information Mart for Intensive Care (MIMIC-X series) 
 development of thousands of AI models since 2011

Critical to understanding
• the inherent biases
• the demographic representativeness
• the risk of model overfitting

Guidance to other initiatives to create further and even more powerful
• open-source EHR datasets
• ML applications in Healthcare
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Multitask learning and benchmarking with
clinical time series data

Langlotz, Curtis et al. (2019). A Roadmap for Foundational
Research on Artificial Intelligence in Medical Imaging: From the 
2018 NIH/RSNA/ACR/The Academy Workshop. Radiology.
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Multitask learning and benchmarking with
clinical time series data

SAPS - Simplified Acute Physiology Score
APS - Acute Physiology Score
OASIS - Oxford Acute Severity of Illness Score
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Peeking into a black box, 
the fairness and 
generalizability of a MIMIC-
III benchmarking model

Corbett-Davis and Goel classification of fairness:
• anti-classification
• classification parity
• calibration

to characterize the risk of any undue bias towards certain 
demographic groups based on:
• gender
• ethnicity
• insurance payer type as a socioeconomic proxy





Bias? Why? How?







Conclusions

• the cohort and performance screening unmasked a typical class imbalance problem, 
where the model struggles to correctly classify minority class instances as 
demonstrated through low recall. Only every fourth to fifth high-risk patient is 
identified as such by the AI tool

• while the assessment showed the model’s capacity to generalize, the classification 
parity assessment revealed that model fairness is not guaranteed for certain ethnic and 
socioeconomic minority groups, but gender is unaffected

• the calibration fairness study pointed to differences in patient comorbidity burden for 
identical model risk predictions across socioeconomic groups
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internal validity
• confounding (i.e. differences in other causes of the outcome 

between exposed and unexposed)
• selection bias (e.g. differential cohort attrition or control 

selection)
• measurement error

external validity
• differences in effect modifiers
• differences of the outcome between the source population 

and target population 

tradeoffs
breadth and comprehensiveness versus parsimony and reader-
friendliness.

«Who is in my study ?»



Basic Table 1 structure 
and analysis-specific 
considerations 



Hypothetical 
example of a 
case-control 
study



Hypothetical example of a cohort study with missing 
data



Machine Learning for Health (ML4H) conference open source  
statistics:

2020 : 66% 
2021: 73%

Open-sourcing the code remains the most transparent way for 
the community to check results:
• a script to run the code
• a real or synthetic dataset (depending on the possibility)

Code availability



Majority of ML in Healtcare  supervised learning
3.3% labeling errors in average

Labels
• fully defined by clinicians:

report inter-annatator agreement, time to annotate, human-level peformance, etc.
• generated semi-autonomously using rule-based methods incorporating clinical guidance
• e

Labeling



«The medical algorithmic audit» (april 2022)

TensorFlow Model Analysis
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